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Know this! - The APBT do fight.
At Manjaro’s I'm seriously astonished and tired of the “constant myth”
that “real American Pit Bull terriers” can be raised and trained to be
non-dog or animal aggressive and be friendly to any and every dog –
especially will be dog friendly then living in harmony with other dogs in
and on the same premises.
I would personally love to have an APBT dog that can walk and live
alongside other dogs without issues, but I chose
to own the “real” APBT and its therefore my duty to be a responsible
owner as it is yours if you do.
Therefore I will not white wash or sugarcoat Manjaro APBT’s and will
not lie that “real” APBT game dogs can be part of your other dogs - in in
a “pack situation” in and on your yard or premises ... as a pack animal.

Firstly, you can’t raise an animal (the APBT) the “right way” - whatever
that may be (then more so the APBT) if that is what you believe...
Fact >> you have to constantly manage your dog’s behaviour - they
raise themselves.
You will and may love it, provide for it, socialize it, and train it, but you
don't raise it as you would your child … if you disagree that's cool, we
all have our own views and opinions and I will agree to disagree with
you peacefully – but will stand by my own convictions and always
state the truth about this breed... no matter what.
Secondly there's a word called “genetics”... go Google it and
familiarized yourself on the meaning of “genetics” and hopefully this
will give you a clearer, better understanding of what’s to follow.
No amount of training, socializing and stimulation can or will remove
the “genetics” … especially if you own a breed like the APBT breed or
any other breed that was historically and genetically bred as working
dog and for combat, if you disagree with this then you will be
responsible for the dire consequences this breed faces.
I don't disagree with “socializing” (I do a vigorous socializing effort with
my pups from 2 weeks old … when still with the mother … and up to 8
weeks old when pups are ready to go - I highly recommend it, but this
does not mean you will own a APBT dog that will not display certain
traits when the needs or opportunity arise, it's not a “given” that you
now own a Labrador type and or a non-dog to dog aggressive dog
dressed as a Pit Bull, a APBT that will never bite another dog.
I'm not labelling this (the APBT) breed as a monster - not in a month of
Sundays, nor as a man eater nor a killer but hear this- it's your (as APBT
dog owner’s) responsibility to keep your dog or dogs safe – safely
confined and to keep other humans and animals safe, not the other
way around.

You owe it to your APBT dog not to set them up to fail, because they
will bear the consequence of your errors and then you will be
responsible and accountable - this is why I feel so strongly about not
sugar coating this breed.
Yes (sounds rough) – yes it might not happen to you, then again it
might, and almost guaranteed that it will, (and having “real game bred
APBT’s … it is almost a surety - but when it does … do not let your dog
down for doing what it was meant to – “genetically”.
Stay educated, don't become complacent and never let your “best
friend you’re APBT” down because they will never let you down!

